
Memorandum July 13, 2015

To: Alan Henning

From: Peter Leinenbach

Subject: Topic associated with upcoming the Oregon Riparian Rule discussions

Topic One - South- Side Buffers

Temperature Response

• There are very few examples in literature of temperature and shade response to “south-side”

buffer treatment.

• The one often cited study contains only three sites and is reported in two documents (i.e., Dent

and Walsh (1997) and Zwieniecki and Newton (1999)).

• ODF reviewed these studies and concluded that “Considering the difference in results, the

range of variability for shade measures and the low sample size, these results are relatively

inconclusive.” From page 43 of ODF Report – Czarnomski and Hale 2013.

• Large stream temperature increases (i.e., 1.4*C) have been reported for one “true” partial

application of south side buffers (i.e., Sheele Creek (buffer widths of 62 and 31 feet for left and

right buffers)).

• Although the other two sites did not have a large temperature response, it appears from the

Dent and Walsh (1997) report that Mill Creek was not an application of a south-side buffer

(reported buffers widths of 85 and 82 feet, for left and right respectively (From Appendix A in

Dent and Walsh (1997)). In other words, the buffer width was similar between these two sides

and there was not difference between the two buffer sides. In addition, it is important to point

out that buffer width was much wider for both buffer sides than reported targets in these

reports (i.e., 12 meters (39.3 ft) of either shrubs or trees were left for the south side only and

clearcut on north side – Zwieniecki and Newton (1999)), and therefore for another reason this is

not an application of a “south-side” treatment.

• The other site (Cascade) did not reported buffer widths in Appendix A in Dent and Walsh (1997),

however the reported shade loss for this site (i.e., 7) was the greatest for all of the sites despite

the very low temperature response (0.1*C). Thus is appears that there may be some unique site

characteristics affecting the response at this location (i.e., high groundwater flow, high gradient,

low or high flow volumes, etc.).

Accordingly, field data have not supported to the notion that south-side buffers provide protection

against large temperature increases resulting from harvest in the north-side buffer.



Shade Response

The effects of north-side buffer width loss in a south-side buffer treatment needs to added to the

estimated effects associated with narrowing both sides of the buffer (i.e., north and south side). For

example, a south-side buffer treatment which narrows the buffer on the south-side to 80 feet and

allows the buffer to narrow to 20 feet on the north-side will have two shade loss estimates: 1) the

estimated shade loss associated with narrowing the buffer to 80 feet which was estimated to be 7%

shade loss (from the matrix from ODF BOF meeting materials); and 2) the shade loss associated further

narrowing the north-side buffer from 80 feet to 20 feet – lets estimate that a 6% shade loss.

Accordingly, that would result in a 13% shade loss with this treatment (7 +6 = 13%).

Also, recall that ODF determined that a measurable temperature increase (0.3*C) resulted from around

a 6 units of shade loss to a stream, and therefor north-side vegetation removal (i.e., from 20 feet to 80

feet, or 20 feet to 70 feet, etc.) can, by itself, result in stream temperature increasing greater than the

PCW.

Accordingly, shade modeling has shown that loss of shade loss resulting from “additional” north-side

buffer harvest could potential result in violation of PCW standard, even without the effects of shade

loss associated with the south-side harvest.



Topic Two – Stream Reach Extent

ODF calculated that the temperature response associated with the application of the FPA private land

buffers was a 1.45*C temperature increase (see the June 3, 2015 Matrix presented by ODF to the BOF).

In addition, ODF staff also showed that average temperature change resulting from harvest activities at

the Ripstream sites was 50% persistence at 1000 feet downstream of the end of harvest activities (see

April 22, 2015 presentation by ODF to the BOF). In other words, the temperature increase associated

with FPA harvesting (i.e., 1.45*C) will still result (on average) in a 0.72*C temperature increase 1000 feet

downstream of the harvest activities (i.e., 1.45*C * 0.5 = 0.72*C). If one assumes that the temperature

dissipation loss continues linearly at the same rate downstream of 1000 feet of the harvest activities

associated with , it would take 1,597 feet (1,600 feet) to reach a 0.3*C temperature increase:
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It is important to point out that there is a tremendous amount of variation around this reported

response observed in the Ripstream data1 and in literature: The observed variability is in response to

localized conditions at each site. In other words, this estimated 1,600 foot recovery distance is an

average recovery distance – many sites will require a much longer recovery distance, while others will

require less.

Accordingly, the science very clearly provides conclusive support for downstream recovery distances

for SSBT streams that are much greater than 1,600 feet in order to ensure that FPA harvest activities

will not provide SSBT streams with source waters heated greater than 0.3 0C.
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